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ABSTRACT

Solungga Liu, Advisor

The use of contemporary music in music teaching is no new topic, with the literature
covering it dating back at least to 1950. Two important approaches available to piano teachers
who wish to provide their students with a well-rounded education are assigning contemporary
pieces to their students and commissioning pieces for them. While there is literature available
detailing the benefits of each approach, I have found no scholarly works that investigate how the
experience of learning commissioned pieces can affect students’ perception of contemporary
music in comparison to that of learning published contemporary works. The purpose of the
research conducted for this document was to investigate how learning newly commissioned
pieces affects collegiate piano students’ perception of contemporary music. To accomplish this, I
commissioned three pieces for three undergraduate students at Bowling Green State University.
The students participating in this study had learned selections from Lera Auerbach’s Twenty-four
Preludes for Piano, Op. 41. I interviewed the students and their piano instructor regarding their
experiences learning and performing both sets of pieces. After analyzing the data, I concluded
that learning commissioned pieces had a greater effect on the students’ perception of
contemporary music than learning published contemporary works. In addition, I found that
commissioned works offer benefits to the students which are not available through published
works, such as the possibility of having a piece tailored to their needs and skills, preparing an
original performance of a piece free from any preconceptions, and the opportunity to
communicate closely with the composer. Altogether, I believe that these make commissioned
music a viable and efficient tool for introducing piano students to contemporary music.
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1
INTRODUCTION
The use of contemporary music in music teaching is no new topic, with the literature
covering it dating back at least to 1950. In his study on The Availability of Contemporary
American Music for Performing Groups in High Schools and Colleges, the composer and
educator Philip Gordon wrote:
Contemporary American music is a reflection of the thinking and feeling of people in our
time, communicated through works in artistic form created by men and women in our
midst. It is an essential part of the culture in which and by which we live. If education is
concerned with today’s living, music education must be closely and purposefully
concerned with today’s music.1

More recent literature continues to support the importance of the music of today in
teaching music. As Jessica Johnson argues, our students live in the twenty-first century and
supplementing their studies with contemporary repertoire provides them with the skills they need
to become well-rounded pianists.2 Having experience playing contemporary music is especially
important in terms of developing a career. New York Times critic Allan Kozinn explains that “If
they [young musicians] are going to have careers – or even a field to have careers in – they
cannot keep playing the pillars of the standard canon over and over, spectacular though those
works may be.”3 In other words, being proficient in as wide a range of styles as possible will
make a pianist stand out among other pianists. Finally, Kristin Elgersma shows that performing
contemporary music encourages pianists to develop a more personal interpretation of the

1. Philip Gordon, The Availability of Contemporary American Music for Performing Groups in High
Schools and Colleges (New York: Bureau of Publications Teachers College Columbia University, 1950), 6.
2. Jessica Johnson, “Exploring New Sounds: Contemporary Performance Techniques for the Pre-College
Student,” American Music Teacher 54, no. 5 (2005): 29-34.
3. Allan Kozinn, “Searching New Music for Keepers,” New York Times, December 28, 2010,
https://www.nytimes.com/2010/12/29/arts/music/29repertory.htmlhttps://www.nytimes.com/2010/12/29/arts/music/
29repertory.html?ref=music.
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compositions they perform.4 To me this is the most important aspect of all. When playing
contemporary music, students are not weighed down by centuries of performance practice and
have more freedom to develop a critical sense that can be applied to performing other
contemporary pieces as well as more standard repertoire.
As Therese Costes suggests, one of the best ways to engage students with contemporary
music is to assign contemporary pieces for them to learn and perform.5 Two of the possibilities
which she offers are assigning existing contemporary pieces and commissioning new works.
While there is literature available showing the benefits of each approach, I have found no
scholarly works that investigate how the experience of learning commissioned pieces can affect
students’ perception of contemporary music in comparison to that of learning published
contemporary works. In addition, the literature concerning commissioned piano pieces in piano
teaching often aims at remedying a gap in the available pedagogic repertoire. Therefore, the
purpose of this document is to investigate how learning newly commissioned pieces affects
collegiate piano students’ perception of contemporary music. Secondary research questions
which guided this study were: The secondary questions were:
1- Does learning a published piece affect the students’ perception of contemporary music?
2- How much knowledge and experience do students have concerning contemporary music?
3- What are their perceptions about it?

a. Did their perceptions change over the course of this study?

4. Kristin Elgersma and Madison McCarney, “New Music and the American Pianist,” MTNA e-Journal,
February 3, no. 3 (2012): 2-12, accessed October 6, 2021,
http://www.mtnaejournal.org/publication/?m=7797&i=100597&p=4.
5. Therese Costes, “New Music: How Music Educators Can Save an Endangered Species,” Music
Educators Journal 92, no. 2 (2005): 50-54.
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b. Did the presence of techniques from reference pieces from standard repertoire in the
commissioned pieces affect their learning experiences?
4- How did the students’ opinion about contemporary music in piano teaching change after
performing commissioned pieces compared to after performing published contemporary works?

I compared the experience of learning a commissioned piece to that of learning published
contemporary works under the hypothesis that commissioned works are better suited to introduce
students to contemporary music, as they offer benefits which are not as prevalent through
learning published contemporary pieces. In this research I focused on collegiate students because
this is the age group and level with which I am the most familiar and because of the availability
of research subjects through my advisor’s piano studio at Bowling Green State University
(BGSU).
My hope is that this research may provide teachers with insight into some of the
advantages and disadvantages of assigning published contemporary works and commissioned
works to students, allowing them to make more informed decisions. This research can also show
teachers and students that contemporary music is not an insurmountable obstacle, to be dealt
with only after one has mastered the repertoire of previous centuries, but rather, a tool to be used
alongside older repertoire to improve students’ learning experience and musical awareness.

Terminology
Contemporary Music: For this research I will leave this definition deliberately broad to
reflect the wide variety of styles existing in twenty- and twenty-first-century music.
Standard Repertoire: Music composed following styles established prior to the beginning
of the twentieth century.
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Limitations and Boundaries of the Study
In this document I did not research children and high-school students because the variables
involved in such a wide age group would be unmanageable. I also did not research graduate-level
students because at this stage students are expected to be independent and knowledgeable
enough to choose repertoire (including contemporary) on their own. To avoid interfering with the
studio objectives of other BGSU piano faculty, the students invited to participate in this research
were from the studio of my advisor, Dr. Solungga Liu. Undergraduate students were selected
because they are the next generation of performers and teachers. As such, it is important to gauge
how they perceive contemporary music to better understand how to work with students at this
level. Regarding the commissioned pieces, they were restricted to techniques performed on the
keyboard, as the complexity involved in the use of electronics, prepared piano, or advanced
extended techniques, might interfere with their practice process and with the results of this
research.

Chapter Outline
In Chapter 1 of this document, I highlight the literature available on the topics of teaching
contemporary music, contemporary music in piano teaching, and commissioned music in piano
teaching. In Chapter 2, I present the method used for conducting this research. Chapter 3
contains an overview of the compositions involved in this study. Chapter 4 contains an analysis
of the results of the interviews conducted with the participating students, concerning their
experiences learning published contemporary pieces and commissioned works. In Chapter 5, I
discuss the results, while in Chapter 6 I present my conclusions.
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CHAPTER 1 – REVIEW OF LITERATURE
In this chapter, I present a review of the research that is available regarding the use of
contemporary music in teaching music. The literature is divided into the following categories:
teaching contemporary music, contemporary music in piano teaching, and commissioned music
in piano teaching.

1.1 – Teaching Contemporary Music
The inclusion of contemporary music in music teaching is not a new topic. In 1964 the
composer and educator Charlene Archibeque conducted a study in which the David WardSteinman taught weekly seminars on contemporary music to a seventh-grade class.6 The purpose
of the study was to verify if students who studied contemporary music displayed a greater
acceptance and understanding of it when compared to a control group of students who did not
take the seminars. The results revealed that students from both groups preferred contemporary
music over that of earlier periods regardless of education, perhaps due to the students’ ages.
Although teaching contemporary music is important, it is not always easy to find levelappropriate repertoire. Christopher Keyes shares that one way to overcome this is through
improvisation.7 He explains that improvisation makes it possible to adapt to specific
instrumentation and level needs, while allowing students to experiment with various performance
techniques. He proposes developing a piece such as his college-level Improvisations I to provide
a structured framework for students to explore sounds and create expressive improvisations. It
starts with few constraints, to encouraging exploration, with constraints such as rhythm,

6. Charlene Pauline Archibeque, “Developing a Taste for Contemporary Music,” Journal of Research in
Music Education 14, no. 2 (1966): 142-147.
7. Christopher Keyes, “Teaching Improvisation and Twentieth-Century Idioms,” Music Educators Journal
86, no. 6 (2000): 17-22+50.
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dynamics, or range, being added as the piece progresses to provide more structure. The benefits
for the students are increased musical fluidity, intrinsic understanding of contemporary idioms,
and improved improvisation skills.
One of the challenges of using contemporary music in teaching is not knowing where to
begin. According to Therese Costes, a good place to start is assigning contemporary pieces for
students to perform, as it allows them the time to become familiar with the styles and sounds of
this music.8 Other ideas she offers are inviting a composer to visit the studio or classroom,
studying different genres, inviting contemporary music performers to demonstrate innovative
techniques on their instruments, and commissioning a new work.
Laura Sindberg conducted one such commissioning project for her eighth-grade students
as she wanted them to experience the excitement of premiering a piece and to understand the
process involved in composing a piece.9 She started by selecting composers, introducing them to
the students, and conducting class activities connected with the commission, such as learning
about the composers’ music. The next step, funding, was provided through a grant, donations,
and fund-raising projects. According to the author, the publicity phase should start three months
before the premiere, through invitations, newspaper articles, posters, and phone calls. The
premiere may be followed by a reception for the students, composers, and families, after which
she recommends conducting an assessment of the experience. From assessment questionaires,
she learned that the experience was equally enriching for the composers and the students.

8. Therese Costes, “New Music: How Music Educators Can Save an Endangered Species,” Music
Educators Journal 92, no. 2 (2005): 50-54.
9. Laura K. Sindberg, “The Story of the Central Bands Commissioning Project,” Music Educators Journal
91, no. 3 (2005): 25-28.
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Micah Ewing shares his own experience with commissioning music and composer
residencies.10 He defines commissions as the act of requesting or inspiring a composition from a
composer and residencies as any amount of time during which a composer is engaged with
performers or students. According to the author, the benefits of commissioning music outweigh
the ease of using existing music, as it provides students with unique learning opportunities and a
sense of pride and ownership towards the piece. Similarly, the person commissioning the piece
gains insights into the composition process and new professional relationships, composers have
their works, and the musical community gains a new work, possibly for underrepresented genres
and difficulty levels. Ewing recommends getting to know the composers and their music, setting
clear goals for the project, considering and communicating the parameters and deadlines for the
commission, documenting any agreements and performances, and being flexible. In addition to
conducting self-evaluation at the end of the project, he recommends starting anew, as the benefits
of such projects are amplified through repetition and experience.

1.2 – Contemporary Music in Piano Teaching
In a study on the role of contemporary American music in the university curriculum,
Kristin Elgersma and Madison McCarney conducted a survey with 130 university piano
professors.11 The results showed that most university students do not learn much contemporary
American music, with 62.6% of students spending less than 11% of their time on works after
1970, with an additional 23.6% spending no time at all on this repertoire. Elgersma warns that

10. Micah Ewing, “High-Impact Experiences Through Commissioned Works and Composer Residencies,”
Music Educators Journal 105, no. 3 (2019): 30-35.
11. Kristin Elgersma and Madison McCarney, “New Music and the American Pianist,” MTNA e-Journal,
February 3, no. 3 (2012): 2-12, accessed October 6, 2021,
http://www.mtnaejournal.org/publication/?m=7797&i=100597&p=4.
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the effect of this is an ever-increasing disconnection between pianists and new music. She
concludes that, because piano instruction tends to follow a chronologic order, students view
contemporary music as something to learn only after working with music of earlier periods. As a
solution, she proposes that instructors spend a more proportional amount of time developing their
students’ understanding of contemporary music.
In a chapter of Etudes for Piano Teachers, Stewart Gordon addresses the accusation
piano teachers face that they do not include enough contemporary music in their teaching and
offers suggestions regarding how to integrate it with good conscience.12 He comes to piano
teachers’ defense by pointing out their accusers’ narrow definition of contemporary music
(usually restricted to avant-garde styles), the incorrect assumption that contemporary music has
the right to be heard (disregarding the quality of the pieces), and the misconception that repeated
listening is enough to generate appreciation for it. To countermand this, he proposes that teachers
make an honest effort to learn contemporary pieces for themselves first, which will then give
them the tools to judge the quality of the pieces they assign to their students and to teach them.
He finishes by urging teachers to not hesitate to discard a piece if, after a period of teaching it,
they find it ineffective.
Chief among the benefits of assigning contemporary music in Jessica Johnson’s opinion
is providing students with the skills they need to interact with the music of their own time.13 She
highlights how contemporary elements appear in contemporary works for pre-college pianists
and offers suggestions on how students can practice each piece. Johnson argues that, by using
contemporary pieces to supplement standard repertoire, teachers can help their students prepare

12. Stuart Gordon, “Contemporary Challenge,” in Etudes for Piano Teachers: Reflections on the Teacher’s
Art (New York: Oxford University Press, 1995), 106-114.
13. Jessica Johnson, “Exploring New Sounds: Contemporary Performance Techniques for the Pre-College
Student,” American Music Teacher 54, no. 5 (2005): 29-34.
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for their future as twenty-first century musicians.
According to William Budai, Ross Lee Finney’s pedagogical pieces are especially suited
for introducing intermediate students to contemporary music.14 He presents Finney’s Inventions,
Thirty-two Piano Games, and Youth’s Companion, highlighting the characteristics of each
collection. Such characteristics include tone rows, clusters, improvisation, hexachords, tricky
rhythms, and singing while performing. The benefits for the students lie in the diversity found in
each collection, as well as the introduction they provide to compositional techniques commonly
found in more difficult repertoire.
Although it may seem counter-intuitive due to time constraints, prepared piano can also
be a viable introduction to contemporary music. Hayden Coie discusses the benefits of including
intermediate works for prepared piano in lessons and the challenges involved.15 He argues that
stylistic diversity is developed and solidified at the intermediate level and that prepared piano
pieces can help students develop their awareness and sensitivity to the tone color potential of the
piano. This in turn can positively affect how they perform their other pieces. In addition, teachers
can use these pieces to help create an explorative and imaginative atmosphere in piano lessons
and prepare students for future encounters with twentieth-century music. Because it takes time to
prepare a piano for a performance, he suggests that teachers work with several students until they
have mastered the notes and then schedule a group session where they will prepare the piano
together and perform several pieces.
Keum Ju Bang analyzes college-level works, Béla Bártok’s Suite Op. 14, Geroge
Gershwin’s Preludes, Arnold Schoenberg’s Klavierstuck Op. 33a, and Samuel Barber’s Ballade,

14. William Budai, “The Pedagogical Works of Ross Lee Finney,” American Music Teacher 71, no. 3
(2021): 21-24.
15. Hayden Coie, “Preparing the Piano Studio: Prepared Piano and the Intermediate Student,” American
Music Teacher 71, no. 1 (2021): 22-27.
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to demonstrate how analysis can enhance a student’s interpretation.16 After analyzing each piece,
the author concludes that these works provide the student with the opportunity to develop various
techniques, such as the use of sostenuto pedal, weight transfer between fingers, finger and wrist
staccatos, and offbeat accents. She argues that the analysis of pieces can generate understanding
of the construction of the pieces, leading to more informed, personal, and meaningful
interpretations.
Arguing that college-level materials on contemporary music are too advanced for nonprofessional musicians, studio teachers, and high school students, Ellen Reed Thompson wrote
Teaching and Understanding Contemporary Piano.17 In this book, she describes how
contemporary composers use melody, rhythm, meter, harmony, tonality, modality texture, and
form, including innovative notation and piano sounds. For each topic she includes representative
pieces at the early, intermediate, and advanced levels, as well as reading, listening, and
composing assignments, making this an invaluable resource for teachers who want to use
contemporary pieces in the studio or for students who want to explore it.
One of the challenges in teaching any music is making it relevant to the students.
Teachers can overcome this difficulty by taking advantage of the diversity that contemporary
music offers. In the column “How do You….?” from American Music Teacher, piano teachers
Matthew Palumbo, Desireé González-Miller, Nancy Breth, and Minju Witte share that, through
contemporary music, both college and private studio students are able to perform music that

16. Keum Ju Bang, “The Study of Representative Twentieth Century Piano Compositions Appropriate for
Use in Contemporary College Piano Literature Classes” (doctoral dissertation, Columbia University, 1987) 1-125,
accessed February 7, 2022, https://www.proquest.com/docview/303573159?pqorigsite=gscholar&fromopenview=true.
17. Ellen Reed Thompson, Teaching and Understanding Contemporary Piano Music (San Diego: Kjos
West, 1976), 11-224.
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celebrates their diverse cultural heritage.18 They explain that, if students have a personal
connection to the music, they are more likely to appreciate the meanings associated with the
pieces. A further benefit is that it can help students cope with the anxiety of performing before
live audiences as COVID-19 restrictions are reduced. Because contemporary music is not as
well-known as standard repertoire, students are can perform it without being afraid of
comparisons, making the experience more enjoyable for them. Finally, they highlight the lasting
effect that a teacher’s attitude towards pieces can have on their students’ outlook.

1.3 – Commissioned Music in Piano Teaching
Kristofer Rucinski considers how commissioning can benefit students and suggests steps
for developing a successful studio commissioning project.19 According to him, participating in
the creation of a new work can help students regain a sense of wonder, which may be lost due to
familiarity with existing repertoire. In addition, he argues that students feel a sense of
achievement from learning pieces written for them. During the planning and preparation phases,
Rucinski recommends that teachers consider the parameters of the pieces to be commissioned, as
well as which students will participate in the project. The next step is contacting student
composers through local university composition programs or professional composers through
organizations such as American Composers Forum. He then suggests drawing a contract
stipulating the parameters for the works, students’ needs, payment, deadlines, and performance
rights. The final steps are fundraising, through crowdsourcing campaigns, and reflecting on the
project once it is finished.

18. Matthew Palumbo, Desireé González-Miller, Nancy O’Neal Breth, and Minju Choi Witte, “How do
You… Get Students Excited About Learning Diverse Repertoire,” American Music Teacher 71, no. 2 (2021): 6-9.
19. Kristofer Rucinski, “The Gift of New Musical Experience: Creating a Studio Commissioning Project,”
Piano Magazine 12, no. 5 (2020-2021): 32-35.
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Studio commissioning projects can be an especially useful tool to help students become
familiar with works by under-represented composers. For instance, Penny Lazarus worked with
students in her piano studio to commission arrangements by women composers for young
students.20 They hired student composers from Berklee College of Music to write arrangements
of melodies by Hildegard von Bingen, Wilhelmine von Bayreuth, Elisabetta de Gambarini,
Fanny Mendelssohn Hensel, Clara Schumann, Amy Beach, Adaline Shepherd, and Florence
Price. The project added to the literature for beginner and intermediate students while providing
the students with an opportunity to learn about women composers and actively engage in the
commissioning process. She also said that it benefited the student composers, as it was their first
time composing on commission.
Gaps in pedagogical repertoire can be remedied by commissioning new pieces. Noticing
that many of the contemporary pieces are written for advanced pianists by male composers,
Annie Jeng commissioned pedagogical intermediate works from nine women composers.21 She
asked them to compose focusing on feathered beaming, open meter, sympathetic resonance,
extended techniques, repeated cells, singing or speaking while performing, prepared piano,
improvisation, graphic scores, and indeterminacy. As she analyzed each piece, she also
suggested beginner, intermediate, and advanced repertoire which used similar techniques. She
concluded by contending that contemporary music can serve as an inspiring outlet for students,
leading them to collaborate with composers, improvise, and create their own pieces.

20. Penny Lazarus, “Becoming Weavers: Piano Students and their Commissioned Arrangements of Music
by Under-Represented Women Composers,” Piano Magazine 12, no. 5 (2020-2021): 36-42.
21. Annie Jeng, “Breaking Boundaries: Introducing Contemporary Skills to Intermediate Pianists with
Commissioned Works and Supplemental Repertoire” (doctoral dissertation, University of Michigan, 2019) 1-158,
accessed October 7, 2021, https://deepblue.lib.umich.edu/handle/2027.42/151495.
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According to Ana Maria Orduz, commissioning new piano pieces can not only remedy a
lack of pedagogical contemporary pieces, but can help establish a national voice.22 As the author
explains, Colombian idioms are not represented in the pedagogic materials used in her home
country. In response to this, she commissioned seven pedagogical piano pieces from four
emerging Colombian composers, asking them to draw on ethnomusicology for their
compositions. After highlighting the importance of contemporary music in piano pedagogy, she
does the same regarding world music. She then does an overview of Colombian music history,
followed by a description of her experience during the commissioning process. Finally, she
discusses the contemporary and folkloric elements in the commissioned pieces, the technical
challenges which each possesses, and offers suggestions on how students should practice each
piece.

22. Ana Maria Orduz, “Integrating Contemporary World Music Into Our Teaching: Discussion on the
Pedagogical Value and Performance Practice of Seven Commissioned Pieces by Four Colombian Composers”
(doctoral essay, University of Iowa, 2011) 1-141, accessed November 28, 2021,
http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.854.8890&rep=rep1&type=pdf.
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CHAPTER 2 – METHOD
To fulfil the purpose of this study, I asked my advisor, BGSU piano faculty member Dr.
Solungga Liu, to recommend three undergraduate piano students as possible participants in this
study. To avoid interfering with other professors’ studio activities, I chose the students from Dr.
Liu’s studio. The subject pool was also restricted to those students who had learned selections
from Lera Auerbach’s Twenty-four Preludes for Piano, Op. 41 so that the potential effects of
learning a commissioned piece could be compared with those of learning a published
contemporary piece.23 This comparison would allow me to verify that such effects stemmed from
learning a commissioned piece and not simply from learning a contemporary piece. Additionally,
all three students were about to begin their senior year of college. I contacted the students by
email and gave them the opportunity to participate or not, with the understanding that refusing to
participate and ceasing participation at any time and for whatever reason would not result in any
penalty. I provided them with the IRB Consent Forms and, to protect their identities, labeled
them as Student 1, Student 2, and Student 3 in this dissertation. In addition, they each agreed to
give me two interviews, one pertaining to their experience learning a published contemporary
piece, and another pertaining to their experience learning pieces which I would commission for
them.
At the same time, I asked BGSU composition faculty member Dr. Marilyn Shrude to
recommend three BGSU student composers to participate in this study. The two requirements
were that the students be qualified composers and skilled pianists. She provided a list of
composers, of whom the following agreed to participate in my study: Ben Nylander, a graduate
student, who was paired with Student 1; Steven Naylor, an undergraduate student, paired with

23. I often refer to these preludes by the term published pieces in this dissertation.
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Student 2; and Pablo Gómez-Estévez, a doctoral student, paired with Student 3. As with the
piano students, I contacted them via email and gave them the opportunity to participate or not
and to cease participation with no penalty, along with IRB consent forms. In the forms, they
consented to allow me to print their names and the pieces they would compose for this research
in the final version of this dissertation.
One of the great advantages of commissioning pieces for students is the possibility of
asking composers to compose within guidelines that are tailored to students’ abilities and needs.
It was important that the students be able to learn their pieces with relative ease during the
Summer of 2020, so as not to interfere with their preparations for the Fall semester. This meant
that the pieces had to be relatively short and easy. It was also vital that the students reap
pedagogical benefits from participating in this study. Therefore, I asked each of the composers to
write a piece lasting five minutes or less, using piano techniques which Dr. Liu wanted her
students to improve during the Fall of 2020. Dr. Liu chose these techniques from pieces from
standard repertoire which the students were learning at the time. These pieces then served as
references for each composer as they composed the commissioned pieces.24 The reference piece
for Nylander was Franz Liszt’s Three Concert Etudes, S. 144, no. 3, “Un Sospiro,” and he was to
write a piece using arpeggiated runs interspersed with melodic pitches with the hands crossing
over each other. Naylor was to use Felix Mendelssohn’s Six Songs Without Words, Op. 30, No.
6, “Venetian Boat Song,” as reference, focusing on a lyrical melodic line in the right hand
accompanied by a steady left-hand arpeggio pattern. Gómez-Estévez was to have as reference
Sergei Prokofiev’s Piano Sonata No. 2, Op. 14, and the chosen piano technique was the creation
of forte and fortissimo sounds. To certify that the pieces were at the appropriate difficulty level

24. I often use the term reference pieces when talking about these works in this dissertation.
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for each student, I arranged to meet with the composers periodically starting in June of 2020 to
discuss drafts of the compositions. Given these parameters, Nylander composed Étude
Tumultueux for Student 1, Naylor composed Clouded Night for Student 2, and Gómez-Estévez
composed Mucho Con Demasiado (this is a Dominican expression, which means a lot with too
much) for Student 3. Upon evaluating the pieces, Dr. Liu determined that Naylor’s initial version
was too difficult for Student 2 to learn within the allotted time. Therefore, he submitted a
modified, shorter version of the Clouded Night. Copies of the pieces, including both versions of
Naylor’s composition, are available in Appendix A.25
After the composers had started writing the pieces, Student 1 decided not to participate in
this research. Fortunately, Dr. Liu had already recommended an understudy to take her place. I
refer to her as Student 1 hereafter. She was about to start her sophomore year in the Fall of 2020
and was learning Camille Saint-Saëns’s Piano Concerto No. 2, Op. 22. This became Nylander’s
reference piece. As Saint-Saëns’s concerto and Liszt’s etude contain similar piano techniques, I
did not have to change the composition parameters for Nylander. Additionally, I asked Student 1
to learn Auerbach’s “Preludes No. 10,” from Twenty-four Preludes for Piano, Op. 41, which was
her first experience learning a contemporary piece.
The composers and I agreed on July 2nd as the deadline for submitting final drafts.
Because composition is such a complex process, it was not possible to maintain the deadline. I
sent final drafts of the pieces to Student 1 on July 30, 2020, to Student 2 on July 9, 2020, and to
Student 3 on July 11, 2020. After this, I met with each composer to interview them about their
musical background and the pieces they wrote for this research.

25. I often refer to these pieces as the commissioned pieces in this dissertation.
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On July 3, 2020, I met with Students 2 and 3 for the first round of interviews. During
these interviews, their provided information about their education background, their experiences
learning and performing Auerbach’s preludes numbers 11 and 16 respectively, and their
perceptions about contemporary music. The first round of interviews for Student 1 happened on
November 10, 2020. This delay was necessary because on July 3 Student 1 had not yet learned
and performed Auerbach’s “Prelude No. 10.” The students premiered the pieces I commissioned
for them on October 26, 2020, during Dr. Liu’s Studio Class. That was also when Student 1
performed Auerbach’s “Prelude No. 10” for the first time. On November 11, 2020, I conducted
the second round of interviews, concerning their experiences learning and performing the
commissioned pieces.
In addition to interviewing the students and the composers, I interviewed Dr. Liu
regarding her perception of the students’ experiences learning and performing the published and
commissioned pieces, as well as her thoughts of contemporary music in piano teaching. As with
the students, I contacted her by email and gave her the opportunity to decline to participate in
this study, without penalty.
This is qualitative research, conducted using unstructured interviews. All interviews were
conducted on Zoom, recorded, and downloaded to my password-protected personal computer. I
also collected the appropriate IRB Informed Consent forms, which are likewise stored in a secure
location. After transcribing the interviews, I analyzed them using a combination of Microsoft
Excel and Word to identify any important themes that arose during the conversations.26 Portions
of the interviews with the composers are in Chapter 3, where I discuss the reference pieces, the
Auerbach’s preludes Nos. 10, 11, and 16, and the commissioned pieces. I present an analysis of

26. Solveig Osborg Ose, “Using Excel and Word to Structure Qualitative Data,” Journal of Applied Social
Science 10, No. 2 (2016): 147-162.
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the students’ and Dr. Liu’s interviews in Chapter 4, with a discussion following it in Chapter 5.
The interview questions are available in Appendix B.
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CHAPTER 3 – OVERVIEW OF WORKS
The purpose of this research is to ascertain how learning a commissioned piece affects
students’ perception of contemporary music. In this chapter I discuss the published and
commissioned works which the students performed and served as the basis for their replies
during the interviews concerning their experiences of learning published and commissioned
contemporary pieces. The first group of pieces I discuss is Lera Auerbach’s “Prelude 10,”
“Prelude 11,” and “Prelude 16,” which are the published contemporary pieces Students 1, 2, and
3 performed, respectively. The second group consists of the pieces commissioned from the
BGSU student composers, namely Étude Tumultueux, by Benjamin Nylander, Clouded Night, by
Steven Naylor, and Mucho con Demasiado, by Pablo Gómez-Estévez. I provide a brief overview
of the Auerbach Preludes that each student learned, as well as an outline of how each composer
incorporated the required techniques from the standard pieces in their own compositions and the
pedagogic benefits of each piece. My discussion of the commissioned pieces draws on interviews
with the composers. A list of the pieces involved in this research is available in Table 3.1.

Student 1

Student 2
Student 3

Published
Contemporary Piece
Lera Auerbach, TwentyFour Preludes for Piano,
Op. 41, No. 10 (1998)

Lera Auerbach, TwentyFour Preludes for Piano,
Op. 41, No. 11 (1998)
Lera Auerbach, TwentyFour Preludes for Piano,
Op. 41, No. 16 (1998)

Commissioned Piece

Reference Piece

Benjamin Nylander,
Étude Tumultueux
(2020)

Franz Liszt, Three Concert
Etudes, S. 144, No. 3 (184549) / Camille Saint-Saëns,
Piano Concerto No. 2, Op.
22 (1868)

Steven Naylor,
Clouded Night (2020)

Felix Mendelssohn, Six
Songs Without Words, Op.
30, No. 6 (1833-34)
Sergei Prokofiev, Piano
Sonata No. 2, Op. 14 (1912)

Pablo Gómez-Estevez,
Mucho con
Demasiado (2020)

Table 3.1. Published and commissioned pieces students learned for this research and pieces
from standard repertoire used as reference for the composers.
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3.1 – Published Pieces – Selections from Twenty-four Preludes for Piano, Op. 41
Lera Auerbach is a prominent contemporary composer and pianist, well-known for her
performances of standard and contemporary works, including her own music. She was born in
the Soviet Union and defected to the United States at the age of seventeen. After earning degrees
in piano performance and composition from the Juilliard School of Music, she attended the
Hochschule für Musik in Germany.
Auerbach’s compositional style has been described as polystylistic due to her blending of
multiple stylistic characteristics. This makes her music easily accessible and an excellent choice
for introducing collegiate pianists to contemporary music. The students participating in this
research each learned and publicly performed one of Auerbach’s preludes. Student 1 learned
“Prelude No. 10,” Student 2 learned “Prelude No. 11,” and Student 3 learned “Prelude No. 16.”
Their experiences with these pieces informed their responses in the first round of interviews I
conducted with the students.
Prelude 10 is fourteen measures long in binary form. The first part contains an ostinato in
the bass while the two upper voices are written in canonic style (Music Example 3.1). In the
second part, the roles change—the middle voice now contains longer notes, while the top and
bottom voices play a duet, with intermittent half notes and quarter notes at the extremities of the
keyboard (Music Example 3.2). The study of this piece can help students develop the ability to
play multiple voices of varying phrase length and entrance points. In contrast with the solid,
grounded atmosphere of the first part, the student will have the opportunity to practice creating
ethereal timbres starting in measure 7.
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Music Example 3.1. Lera Auerbach, “Prelude No. 10,” from Twenty-four Preludes for
Piano, Op. 41 (Hamburg: Sikorski, 1998), mm. 2-3.

Music Example 3.2. Lera Auerbach, “Prelude No. 10,” from Twenty-four Preludes for
Piano, Op. 41 (Hamburg: Sikorski, 1998), mm. 9-10.

Prelude 11 is the shortest piece in the set, with only one measure. There is no melody or
harmony in the traditional sense, as the prelude consists of the overtone series starting with B0
and B1 played together, and continuing up to the 16th partial, played in whole notes resonating
for the duration of the piece (Music Example 3.3). While students might be tempted to think “Is
this it?” at a first glance, they will find that this piece is more difficult to perform than it seems. It
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is impossible to produce a sustained sound at the piano as on the violin, for instance, because any
sound produced at the piano quickly decays into silence. In order to perform this piece, the
student must develop a sensitive touch and precise sense of timing. These are essential to
creating slow phrases using long notes.

Music Example 3.3. Lera Auerbach, “Prelude No. 11.” From Twenty-four Preludes for
Piano, Op. 41 (Hamburg: Sikorski, 1998), mm. 1.
Nezhdanova-Cunningham places “Prelude No. 16” in the “most demanding” category in
her pedagogic analysis of the Preludes.27 She divides it into three parts. The first is an
introduction with a Bb whole-note octave (present in most of the piece) in the left hand and halfnote dyads in the right hand. The main body of the prelude maintains the pedal tone while the
right hand plays a sequence of chords broken down into sixteenth-note arpeggios in etude
fashion (Music Example 3.4). As the piece progresses, the roles of the hands are inverted so that
the left hand plays the sixteenth notes and the right hand the whole notes. Auerbach returns to the
original hand-voice organization towards the Coda. In practicing this piece, the student has a
unique opportunity to practice performing arpeggios with musical meaning as well as playing
repeated notes. In this way, this prelude is uniquely suited to help the student develop the skills

27. Elena V. Nezhdanova-Cunningham, “Performance Guide for 24 Preludes for Piano, Op. 41 by Lera
Auerbach” (DMA dissertation, University of North Carolina at Greensboro, 2017), 50, accessed April 22, 2019,
https://www.proquest.com/docview/1927470776?pq-origsite=gscholar&fromopenview=true.
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required to perform a more extensive piece, such as Chopin’s Etude in C minor, Op. 25, No. 12,
which uses similar techniques.

Music Example 3.4. Lera Auerbach, “Prelude No. 16,” from Twenty-four Preludes for
Piano, Op. 41 (Hamburg: Sikorski, 1998), mm. 2-3.
3.2 – Commissioned Pieces
In addition to learning selected published works, the piano students participating in this
research each learned pieces which I commissioned for them. Their experiences learning and
performing these pieces informed their replies during the second round of interviews I conducted
with them. I draw on interviews with the composers to show how they integrated the techniques
requested by Dr. Liu and taken from pieces from standard repertoire into their own compositions.

3.2.1 – Benjamin Nylander
Benjamin Nylander is an American composer and was a graduate student at BGSU at the
start of this research and graduated in 2021 with a M.M. degree in composition. He began
learning piano with his mother and, between the ages of thirteen and sixteen, he took piano
lessons in high school, where he also played the saxophone and the clarinet. During his high
school years, Nylander had his first contact with twentieth-century music through Stravinsky’s
Rite of Spring, which led him to write a piano concerto for wind ensemble. He later heard
Rautavaara’s Piano Concerto No. 1, Op. 49 and was captivated by the novelty of keyboard
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clusters. Nylander attended Susquehanna University, where he studied composition and piano
before joining the graduate composition program at BGSU. He wrote his first commissioned
pieces shortly after. These include several pedagogical piano pieces for early learners, a flute
quartet, a piece for carillon bells, and Étude Tumultueux, for solo piano, commissioned for this
research.

3.2.1.1 – Étude Tumultueux
When Nylander started writing Étude Tumultueux¸ he was drawing on techniques found
in Liszt’s Un Sospiro. When Student 1 was replaced by another student, the reference piece
changed to Saint-Saëns’ Piano Concerto No. 2, Op. 22. Thankfully, the techniques on which
Nylander was focusing—arpeggiated runs (in red) interspersed with melodic pitches (in blue)
and crossing hands over each other—were present in both pieces (Music Examples 3.5 and 3.6).
Nyland noted, “…I just took those two requirements and [adapted them]. I have…arpeggios [in
my piece], but they’re alternating hand arpeggios and then you have [hands] crossing over [each
other and] right hand and [the] left hand forming sort of this melody together.”28 This
combination of requirements is evident from the opening bars of his piece (Music Example 3.7).

28. Unless specified otherwise, all quotes by Nylander are from Benjamin Nylander, Zoom interview with
author, 28 July 2020.
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Music Example 3.5. Franz Liszt, Three Concert Etudes, S. 144, No. 3 (Paris: Durand,
Schoenewerk et Cie., 1875), mm. 3-4.

Music Example 3.6. Camille Saint-Saëns, Piano Concerto No. 2, Op. 22, (Paris: A. Durand
et Fils, 1891), mm. 1.

Music Example 3.7. Benjamin Nylander, Étude Tumultueux (Unpublished engraving,
2020), mm. 1-2.

In both the Liszt and the Saint-Saëns pieces, the challenge lies in executing the arpeggios
while highlighting a melodic element (often crossing hands). Because Nylander constructed his
piece as an etude, the student can practice the same technique over and over in varying harmonic
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contexts and dynamics. Additionally, in using irregularly grouped tuplets for the arpeggios he
helps the student learn to maintain a steady tempo when playing arpeggios of varying sizes. This
aspect of the piece was inspired by Rautavaara’s Piano Concerto No. 1, Op. 45 (Music Example
3.8). It is easy to see how practicing Nylander’s piece might help Student 1 her technique in
preparation for current and future performances of pieces containing arpeggios.

Music Example 3.8. Einojuhani Rautavaara, Piano Concerto No. 1, Op. 45, (Wiesbaden:
Breitkopf & Härtel, 2000), mm. 1.
3.2.2 – Steven Naylor
Steven Naylor is an American composer and is in his final year of undergraduate studies
at BGSU. He started taking piano lessons at the age of ten and started learning composition on
his own soon after, completing his first composition a year later. As he remembers, “[In] the
beginning [I] was just finding music that I enjoyed and emulating the styles of that music. A lot
of [my] pieces [from that period] are based off of videogame music…”29 This interest in
videogame music soon deepened into a passion for classical music, especially that of Ravel.
Once in college, Naylor encountered twentieth-century music for the first time through the
BGSU New Music Festival. Naylor’s experience writing pieces on commission started during his
freshman year in college, with an art song for a student composers’ forum. Other commissions

29. Unless specified otherwise, all quotes by Naylor are from Steven Naylor, Zoom interview by Jonathan
de Oliveira, 15 July 2020.
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include several art songs commissioned by BGSU graduate students, a song cycle based on a
discarded micro-opera, and a lengthier piece for soprano and one saxophonist playing multiple
saxophones.

3.2.2.1 – Clouded Night
Clouded Night was the first piece Naylor wrote for another pianist. “I’m usually the only
person who ever plays my own piano pieces,” he said. “[Writing for another pianist] is a nice
step forward for me in that sense.” As he explains it, “Writing for somebody else is me, in a way,
allowing [another pianist] to come into my musical world and me […] becoming more
comfortable with that. [It] is a good thing.”
The reference piece for Clouded Night was Felix Mendelssohn’s “Venetian Boat Song”
from Six Songs Without Words, Op.30. The main technical challenge I asked Naylor to focus on
was playing a steady left-hand arpeggio accompaniment while playing a lyrical melodic line in
the right hand (Music Example 3.9).

Music Example 3.9. Felix Mendelssohn, Six Songs Without Words, Op. 30, No. 6 (Leipzig:
Breitkopf & Härtel, 1874-82), mm. 1-5.
The arpeggios in “Venetian Boat Song” each last a full measure, requiring the pianist to
create long phrases with the left hand. Naylor applied the same concept to his own piece. The
notes in his arpeggios can be grouped into sections based on the pattens they form, the
composer’s suggested fingering, and the change between bass clef to treble. Despite the
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subdivisions, each arpeggio must sound like a single, long phrase, like those in Mendelssohn’s
piece. To create this effect, the student must restrain the downward motion of the thumb when
transitioning from the first to the second group of the arpeggio (shown in red and blue,
respectively, in Music Example 3.10). Using too much rotation when playing the thumb in this
section will result in an undesired accent which will cause an audible subdivision of the
arpeggio. While the first and second parts of the arpeggio can be played without opening the
palm of the hand, the performer must use an outstretched palm combined with rotation and
lateral movement of the wrist to play the third section of the arpeggio.

Music Example 3.10. Steven Naylor, Clouded Night, Version B (Unpublished Engraving,
2020), mm. 1-3.

As the piece develops, so does the complexity or the arpeggios in terms of fingering. For
instance, in measure nine, the pianist could continue to use the same grouping of notes as in
measure one—two notes, four notes, four notes (Music Example 3.11). However, doing so would
require the use of the thumb to play on Gb, followed by the fourth finger on Bb. While such a
fingering is possible, it is quite uncomfortable to play using the first and fourth fingers on black
keys in sequence. A more adequate grouping would be four notes, two notes, and four notes,
with the third finger playing Gb and the second finger playing Bb for the first group. The fourth
and second fingers could then play the notes in the second group of notes (in blue) while the
pianist uses fingers five, three, and one to play the last group. Practicing arpeggios in the variety
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of contexts which Naylor provided can be invaluable to Student 2 for developing both a
consistent tone and sense of meter when playing such figurations.

Music Example 3.11. Steven Naylor, Clouded Night, Version B (Unpublished Engraving,
2020), mm. 7-9.
3.2.3 – Pablo Gómez-Estévez
Pablo Gómez-Estévez is a Dominican composer and is in the second year of the DMA
program at BGSU. The composer’s music education started with a private piano teacher at the
age of ten. When he was fourteen, he started to explore composition more avidly, recording his
musical ideas on a cell phone. “I would record [myself] playing [the melody on the piano] or
playing the chords and singing [the melody],” he recalled. 30 “I remember [that] my first finished
piece started at a Good Friday celebration at church. I just sang it [into] the phone and that was a
seed [of the piece].” After studying piano and composition at Luther College in Iowa, he went on
to achieve his Master of Music degree in composition from BGSU, where he studied under Dr.
Mikel Kuehn and Dr. Christopher Dietz.

3.2.3.1 – Mucho con Demasiado
Mucho com Demasiado was written with Prokofiev’s Piano Sonata No. 2, Op. 14 as a
reference. The technical aspect which Gómez-Estévez was asked to highlight in Mucho con

30. Unless specified otherwise, all quotes by Gómez-Estévez are from Pablo Gómez-Estévez, Zoom
interview by Jonathan de Oliveira, 5 August 2020.
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Demasiado was the production of forte and fortissimo sounds, especially chords. One of the main
concerns when playing forte and louder dynamics is that the performer will use muscle strength
to play, resulting in a harsh sound. The countermeasure to this is to play using the weight of the
arms, directed through the fingertips, to produce a sonorous, pleasant-sounding tone for notes
played forte and louder. One such occurrence in Prokofiev’s sonata is in measures 7 and 8, as the
opening theme comes to an end with thirds in both hands leading up to a forte chord in the right
hand and a third in the left hand, played more than two octaves apart (Music Example 3.12).

Music Example 3.12. Sergei Prokofiev, Piano Sonata No. 2, Op. 14 (New York: E.F.
Kalmus, ca. 1960), mm. 7-8.

Gómez-Estévez incorporated the production of loud chords in Mucho con Demasiado in
sections containing repeated chords starting at softer dynamics and building up to forte (Music
Example 3.13). Because the composer employs a crescendo made of repeated chords, the student
must work with extra care when performing this passage to avoid tension buildup. Fortunately,
Gómez-Estévez ends sections containing repeated chords with long notes. This provides the
performer with arrival points for each section of the phrase, thus guiding the performer to relax
and release any built-up tension. The result of this release of tension will be a beautiful, weighted
forte. This piece can help Student 3 learn to gauge the loudness of each chord throughout the
crescendo so that the final forte is louder than the mezzo forte at the beginning of the phrase, but
not so loud as to be equal to the fortissimo and fortississimo iterations of the chords, which will
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follow later in the piece. It can also help him learn to create different levels of forte dynamics,
while maintaining tone quality. This can be achieved by practicing the forte, fortissimo, and
fortississimo sections in sequence, making clear distinction between dynamic levels. Once the
student has taken note of how loud each dynamic should be, they can return to practicing each
loud section in context.

Music Example 3.13. Pablo Gómez-Estévez, Mucho con Demasiado (Unpublished
Engraving, 2020), mm. 139-146.
The selections from Auerbach’s Twenty-four Preludes for Piano, Op. 41 and the pieces
commissioned for the students participating in this research both contain musical challenges that
can help them further develop their musicianship. However, the commissioned pieces are
especially suited for this task, as they were composed to fit the students’ skill levels and
supplement their pedagogical needs. They are also unique in that they are aimed at proving the
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students with the opportunity to focus on specific technical challenges in a variety of musical
contexts.
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CHAPTER 4 - RESULTS
In this chapter I analyze the results of the interview responses of the three piano students
and their teacher, Dr. Solungga Liu.

4.1 – The Piano Students
The students’ replies in the first set of interviews, about their experiences performing
published contemporary pieces, were often related to information they provided in the second
set, about performing the commissioned pieces. Therefore, I present the analysis of the responses
as they pertain to the following categories: information about the students, students’ thoughts
about contemporary music, students’ thoughts about learning the published and commissioned
pieces, effects of learning the published and commissioned pieces, techniques from reference
pieces in the commissioned works, and contemporary music in piano teaching.

4.1.1 – Information About the Students
In this section, I present the information the students provided regarding their education
and experience with contemporary music prior to participation in this study. At the time of the
first interview, Student 1 was a sophomore with 10 years of piano experience, while Students 2
and 3 were seniors, with thirteen and nine years of piano experience, respectively. Students 1 and
2 were Music Education majors with the piano as their primary instrument and Student 3 was a
piano performance major.
Although all three students had extensive piano training before participating in this study,
they reported having had little to no experience with contemporary music. The first time Student
1 ever performed a contemporary piece was while participating in this research. Meanwhile,
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Student 2 had learned Aaron Copland’s The Cat and the Mouse (1921) and Student 3 had
performed Rodion Shchedrin’s Basso Ostinato (1961), both prior to learning the Auerbach
preludes. In addition, Student 2 had played the alto saxophone for several contemporary works
with the University Band and Student 3 had performed contemporary pieces accompanying
singers.
Their experiences listening to contemporary music were similarly sparse, being limited to
the BGSU New Music Festival, piano recitals, and studio class. The only exception was that
Student 3 had heard contemporary piano pieces at a piano summer camp prior to entering
college. When I asked if they listened to contemporary music in private, they replied that “Not a
lot,” “Not typically,” and “Not as much as classical music.” They said it was because they hadn’t
been introduced to contemporary music or that most of what they listened to just didn’t include
it. Student 1 added that it requires focused listening, whereas most of the time she listens to
music as a background for another activity.
One of the situations in which the students reported listening to contemporary music was
during classes in college. At the time of the interviews, Student 1 said that she had not taken any
classes on contemporary music because they had not been offered. Students 2 and 3, on the other
hand, had taken Music Theory IV and Music History 3. From their descriptions, Theory IV
seems to have been focused on twelve-tone technique, which Student 2 described as “Very
confusing at first […]. It's more mathematical than anything [else]. It makes a little bit more
sense the more you look into it, but just listening to it is very […] confusing.”31 Student 3 shed
some light on what made it difficult to listen to contemporary music. “We don’t know it [as well]

31. Student 2, Zoom interview by Jonathan de Oliveira, 3 July 2020. All brackets used in this document
were added by de Oliveira.
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as classical [music]. […] It’s kind of new and so we don’t expect anything.”32 I believe he means
that, because it sounds so new, he does not know what to expect, resulting in some confusion. As
Student 1 heard more and more contemporary music at BGSU, she said that her perspective of
beauty in music changed. “I think it’s not necessarily about a really nice melody,” she said,
“[But] more about the musical ideas that are being portrayed and the feelings that the sound
brings out of you.”33

4.1.2 – Students’ Thoughts About Contemporary Music
One of the important tasks in interviewing the participating students about contemporary
music was understanding their perception of contemporary music at the beginning of this
research. Rather than give a clear definition, the students described contemporary music by
sharing their perceptions of the differences between contemporary music and standard repertoire.
Student 1 said that “Comparing it to the more traditional, classical music, it’s less about a simple
melody [or…] following a pattern or a form […] and more about musical gestures. It’s very
explorative, exploring how you can make different sounds with the instrument.”34 Student 2
expressed a similar view of contemporary music, saying that “Contemporary music presents the
‘beyond’ and the unexpected.’”35 Dissonance and harmonic content were also important in their
descriptions. “[It’s about] not being afraid of a messy sound,” said Student 1.36 For Student 2,
“Sometimes it doesn’t sound like it goes together.”37 When asked about this, Student 3 said that
“You have to change your listening […]” because of how different the harmonic content is from

32. Student 3, 3 July 2020
33. Student 1, 10 November 2020
34. Student 1, 10 November 2020
35. Student 2, 3 July 2020
36. Student 1, 10 November 2020
37. Student 2, 3 July 2020
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that of standard repertoire.38
When I noticed that the students were describing characteristics rather than giving a
definition, I attempted another approach, asking for names of composers they associated with
contemporary music. None of the students were able to name more than three composers besides
Lera Auerbach. Student 1 named György Ligeti, Student 2 named Aaron Copland, and Student 3
named Phillip Glass, Lowell Lieberman, and Rodion Shchedrin. This does not mean, of course
that these are all the composers they know. By the time of the first round of interviews, Students
2 and 3 had taken the Theory IV class at BGSU, during which they both said they heard music
by various composers. However, they admitted not knowing many composers beyond those
whose pieces they heard in studio class or recitals.
From the data shown, the students mostly agreed in their views of what constitutes
contemporary music. Based on the pieces they had heard, the classes they had taken, and the few
pieces they had played, they concluded that contemporary music is dissonant, difficult to listen to
and to understand, uses unfamiliar harmony and structure, different techniques, is either
rhythmically complex or lacks a pulse, and is analytical and mathematical.

4.1.3 – Students’ Thoughts About Learning the Published and Commissioned Pieces
Student 1 learned Auerbach’s “Prelude No. 10” and Nylander’s Étude Tumultueux
simultaneously. When I asked her to compare the process of learning the prelude to that of
learning a standard piece, she shared that the approach was similar to learning a Beethoven
sonata. She started by reading the prelude at a slow tempo and checking the fingerings, then
increased the tempo. She said there were very few technical difficulties and that the main

38. Student 3, 3 July 2020.
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challenge was understanding how to perform it in a way that communicated her musical
intentions. She explained that, when performing a piece from standard repertoire, “I can apply
things that I have learned from playing other Beethoven sonatas.”39 However, the lack of such
previous experiences to draw on made it more difficult to learn how to perform Auerbach’s
“Prelude No. 10.” The main advantage of learning a published contemporary piece in Student 1’s
opinion was the availability of recordings of previous performances, which could serve as a
reference to help the student understand the music. The main disadvantage was not having direct
access to the composer.
The lack of previous experience affected Student 1 as she learned Étude Tumultueux as
well. As she had never learned anything like it before, she had to modify her approach to
learning it. “Before I even played through it, I had to sit […] down with my music without a
piano,” she remembered, “[doing] a lot of math and fractions, trying to figure out where the
notes were going to fit on each beat. […] That was my first step.”40 The second and third steps
were more commonplace — learning the notes and hand positions at the piano, then working
with a metronome, starting slowly and increasing the tempo. When comparing the experience of
learning Étude Tumultueux with that of learning the Auerbach’s “Prelude No. 10,” Student 1
explained that “Ben’s [piece] was definitely more technically demanding than the Auerbach, […]
so I had to focus on the [technique] a lot more. […] I think figuring out the melody was much
simpler in the Auerbach. […] And I think there was a little bit more sense of familiarity with the
Auerbach than [with] Ben’s piece. […].” The benefit Student 1 found in learning a
commissioned piece was being able to target a specific technique, which would help her
approach similar techniques in other pieces. She also said that the fact that Étude Tumultueux

39. Student 1, 10 November 2020.
40. Student 1, 11 November 2020.
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was written for her boosted her confidence in her ability to learn it and made the experience
more special than that of learning Auerbach’s “Prelude No. 10.”
Like Student 1, Student 2 had difficulty learning how to express her musical intentions in
her own Auerbach prelude, because the piece had no traditional melody and harmony. Instead,
“There was just the one line of notes and that was it,” she recalled.41 Despite the small number of
notes in “Prelude No. 11,” Student 2 soon realized that there was more to work on besides the
notes. “I had to learn [that…] silence is okay, because I’m not used to having silence, […] and to
calm down during [a performance]. […] I learned a lot through that piece even though there
wasn’t much on the page. There’s a lot more off of it.” When I asked her to compare the
experience to that of learning a piece from standard repertoire, she explained that with a piece by
Bach she would normally spend more time solving technical issues than trying to understand
how to communicate her musical ideas. When learning Auerbach’s “Prelude No. 11” the
opposite happened, and she spent a lot of time working on how to perform the piece. Student 2
shared that the most positive aspect of learning Auerbach’s “Prelude No. 11” was that it
presented her with new musical concepts, such as the use of silence in music. She also said that
the experience helped her think more about how to incorporate her own views in her
interpretation.
According to Student 1, learning to perform Clouded Night was a lengthy process. “It
took a little bit [of time] to really get what I wanted to do for it and how I wanted to perform
[it],” she explained. 42 She used the same process as for learning Mendelssohn’s “Venetian Boat
Song.” That is, she learned the left hand first, then added the right hand. The main challenge,
according to her, was coordinating triplets in the left hand with the duplets in the right hand.

41. Student 2, 3 July 2020.
42. Student 2, 11 November 2020.
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When I asked how the experience compared to that of learning Auerbach’s “Prelude No. 11,” she
replied that the fact that there was a clearer melody in Clouded Night than in the prelude made it
more enjoyable. For Student 2, the advantage of learning a commissioned piece was the
opportunity to communicate with the composer to offer feedback and ask questions about the
music. She also said that having techniques from Mendelssohn’s “Venetian Boat Song” in
Clouded Night helped her learn the commissioned piece as well as improve her performance of
Mendelssohn’s piece. Finally, she said that because there was no recording of Clouded Night,
she could “Have a lot more freedom with performing and learning than […with] a noncommissioned piece.”43 However, she also saw the fact that nobody had performed the piece as a
disadvantage, because there were no reference materials to learn from.
Student 3 said that he did not find it difficult to learn the notes of Auerbach’s “Prelude
No. 16.” “The harmonies made sense,” he explained, and “It was closer to Classical [music],
maybe a little bit Baroque, so it didn’t give me a hard time.”44 Like his colleagues, he said that
the main challenge lay in “Understanding the piece more. Because when I played [the piece], I
thought ‘Something’s not there,’ but I couldn’t tell [what it was].” He then clarified that what
was missing was an understanding of how the voices moved within the piece. When I asked how
it compared to learning a piece from standard repertoire, he replied that, when learning the
Auerbach prelude, he was not able to rely on previously formed expectations. He went on to
explain that, despite this setback, he used the same strategies which he would have used for
learning standard repertoire, such as analyzing the structure and chord progressions. Student 3
did not name any advantages or disadvantages of learning Auerbach’s “Prelude No. 16,” but said
that the experience made him more interested in contemporary music.

43. Student 2, 11 November 2020.
44. Student 3, 3 July 2020.
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While Student 3 enjoyed learning Mucho con Demasiado, he said that it was some time
before he understood the piece. “Pablo likes to put very different, [unconnected] sections [next
to] each other,” he remarked.45 “It just took me a while to understand it well. It was a little bit
[challenging] in the beginning, but after having a lesson with him, things started to make sense.”
He explained that, during a meeting with Gómez-Estévez, the composer showed him that he had
to “Stop and listen to the sound and then move on to the next section.” When I asked him to
compare the experience of learning Mucho con Demasiado to that of learning Auerbach’s
“Prelude No. 16,” he elucidated that the first allowed him to show more of his own personality
than the latter, as it was written specifically for him. He said that one of the advantages of
commissioning a piece is that the composer can include elements which the performer likes.
Another advantage was that having the same techniques in both Prokofiev’s Piano Sonata No. 2
and Gómez-Estévez’s Mucho con Demasiado helped him learn the commissioned piece faster
than he normally would. Finally, he said that experience of performing Mucho con Demasiado
helped him become more interested in contemporary music. “It really made me think more about
contemporary music. Because before, I didn’t think about it much, but after this I think about
maybe [expanding] my repertoire closer to it.”46
All three students expressed enjoyment over the freedom they found in performing
contemporary music, both published and commissioned. “Contemporary music gives more
freedom to play whatever you want rather than trying to make it sound like a Classical piece or
something from the Romantic era,” said Student 1.47 For Students 2 and 3, freedom was related
to the timing of the piece. “There was no rhythm to it,” Student 2 said about Auerbach’s

45. Student 3, 11 November 2020.
46. Student 3, 11 November 2020.
47. Student 1, 11 November 2020.
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“Prelude No. 11.”48 “The tempo [at which] you wanted to [play the piece] was very up to you.
[It] was very free [in terms of] tempo and rhythm of the notes.” As Student 3 explained it, “For
the contemporary [pieces…] I definitely have more freedom in some spots. You don’t have to
always practice with a metronome. You just have to listen to the timing.”49 Student 2 was also
excited that she got to experiment with Clouded Night and could decide on her own how to play
it. “This is the first time I’ve gotten to do that,” she exclaimed.50 “Every other piece I’ve played
has always had a previous recording and ‘This is how professionals have done it. […] This is
how you should do it.’ When learning and performing [Clouded Night…], there [was nothing]
other people were able to compare to it.” Student 3 expressed a similar feeling. “Since [Mucho
con Demasiado] was written for me, I sort of can bring out my own playing a little bit. But
[when playing published pieces], I have to do as closely as possible what the composer wants.”51
The students also elaborated about the descriptive quality of music. According to Student
3, “[Classical music] is different than contemporary [music] because contemporary [music] tries
to tell some story in pieces or give us unusual expectations.”52 When comparing the experiences
of learning Auerbach’s “Prelude No. 11” and Clouded Night, Student 2 said that the latter “Had a
little more melody to it, so I could create more of a story and more of a picture with Steven’s
piece than I could with Auerbach’s piece.”53 Although she initially said that contemporary music
is more descriptive than pieces from standard repertoire, she recognized the descriptive character
of Mendelssohn’s “Venetian Boat Song” as well and concluded that, in both standard and
contemporary repertoire, she likes pieces that are descriptive.

48. Student 2, 3 July 2020.
49. Student 3, 3 July 2020.
50. Student 2, 11 November 2020.
51. Student 3, 11 November 2020.
52. Student 3, 11 November 2020.
53. Student 2, 11 November 2020.
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4.1.4 – Effects of Learning the Published and Commissioned Pieces
Student 1 said that learning “Prelude 10” made her liked contemporary music more than
she did before because the experience helped her reconnect emotionally with the act of
performing music. “It’s almost like I’ve developed a tolerance to the beauty of classical music,”
she explained, “So I almost can’t find that emotional connection anymore because […] it has
become more of a routine.”54 She revealed that the novelty of the piece made playing the piano
exciting again, while the darkness and depth she perceived in the prelude resonated with her own
struggles on the path towards personal maturity. She found the experience so inspiring that she
planned to include contemporary piano music in her senior recital.
Regarding the experience of learning and performing Étude Tumultueux, Student 1
asserted that “I was definitely a lot more excited to learn Ben’s piece than I was [about] the
Auerbach, because I knew that this piece had never been performed before, and it was really cool
that it was written for me.”55 Besides the excitement of being able to brag about commissioning
to her friends and family, she felt a positive sense of urgency to learn Étude Tumultueux and
perform it well.
Performing a published piece helped improve Student 2’s opinion about contemporary
music. “It’s not like I [ever] disliked [contemporary music],” she explained.56 “It just was not
very appealing to me. […] After playing Auerbach, my opinion changed a little [and] it appealed
to me a little bit more.”
Student 2 showed more excitement about learning Clouded Night, than about learning
“Prelude No. 11.” “I enjoyed learning Steven’s piece more,” she shared.57 “It was shaped for me

54. Student 1, 10 November 2020.
55. Student 1, 11 November 2020.
56. Student 2, 3 July 2020.
57. Student 2, 11November 2020.
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[…] and what I was interested in.” She said that this made her feel special, whereas the feeling
with Auerbach’s “Prelude No. 11” was, in her own words, “Here this is, learn it, perform it.”
According to her, this difference in experience made her more likely to want to play
contemporary after learning Clouded Night than after learning Auerbach’s prelude. It is
important to note that Student 2 reported enjoying performing Copland’s The Cat and the Mouse
slightly more than Clouded Night because of its descriptive character. In addition, she mentioned
feeling a high sense of achievement after performing The Cat and the Mouse because of how
difficult the piece was.
Student 3 was the only one who claimed to prefer performing published pieces, even after
learning Mucho con Demasiado. The reason he offered was that composers whose works are
published “Have more experience, like Shchedrin or Auerbach. And I really like their harmonies.
[…] They are closer to the romantic [style].” 58

4.1.5 – Techniques from Reference Pieces in the Commissioned Works
Student 1 said that the technical similarities between Étude Tumultueux and Saint-Saëns’s
Piano Concerto No. 2, Op. 22 did not come to mind when practicing the etude. This was
possibly because, by the time she started learning Étude Tumultueux, she had stopped working
on the concerto, as the College of Musical Arts concerto competition had been cancelled due to
COVID-19. Nonetheless, she argued that Nylander’s use of dynamic contrast in Étude
Tumultueux “[Helped] me learn and practice how to bring the melody out and make sure that the
accompaniment has value too. […] Things like that […] will definitely transfer to other
repertoire I play.”

58. Student 3, 11 November 2020.
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Student 2 said that “I had a little suspicion that [Clouded Night] might [have been] based
on [“Venetian Boat Song”], but it wasn’t very clear.”59 She explained that the reason for her
suspicion was that Naylor used a similar left and right-hand relationship as is found in
Mendelssohn’s piece. Another giveaway, according to her, was the descriptive quality shared by
the two pieces.
Student 3 noticed the presence of techniques taken from a reference piece more readily
than his colleagues. During a meeting with him and Gomes-Éstevez he remarked that the
composer seemed to quote Prokofiev’s Piano Sonata No. 2, Op. 14 in Mucho con Demasiado.
In summary, Student 3 was the most aware of the technical similarities between the
commissioned piece and the reference piece, while Student 2 only suspected such a relationship
and Student 1 did not notice it at all. From the student’s remarks, the connection between the two
sets of pieces does not seem to have made much difference in their experiences learning the
commissioned works, with the exception of Student 3, who said it helped him learn Mucho con
Demasiado faster.

4.1.6 – Contemporary Music in Piano Teaching
Because this research involved the use of contemporary music in an educational setting, I
thought it important to understand what the students’ opinions were regarding its use in piano
teaching. I was also interested in learning if and how their opinions on this topic would change
after performing the commissioned pieces.
In both interviews Student 1 said that she thought contemporary pieces should be used
early in a student’s education. She explained that this would provide students with a

59. Student 2, 11 November 2020.
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comprehensive understanding of music and would allow them to make music even if they did not
yet have the skills to play standard pieces. She also believes that there is more diversity among
contemporary composers than among those of standard repertoire, making them more relatable
for twenty-first-century students. During Student 1’s first interview, she often expressed that a
general belief exists that contemporary music is solely for advanced pianists and that it is
difficult to find level-appropriate pieces for beginner or intermediate pianists. In her second
interview, she said that “[The] notion that contemporary music is only for performance majors,
for grad students […] should be changed”60 because the possibility of commissioning a piece
overcomes the absence of level-appropriate repertoire. Although the second meeting happened
only a day after the first, it seems that the simple change in topic from published piece to
commissioned piece may have been enough to trigger a shift in opinion. In her second interview,
she also said that she believes a commissioned piece would be the best choice for a student’s first
contemporary piece. The reason was that the experience would be less stressful and more
personal for the student than learning a published piece, as it could be tailored for the student’s
needs.
Like Student 1, Student 2 believes that contemporary music provides unique learning
opportunities, which can change one’s perception of what music is. However, she stressed that
she would delay using it until the student had passed the method book level, and even then,
would defer to the student’s interests.61 She agrees with Student 1’s preference for using a
commissioned work as a student’s first foray into contemporary music because of the personal

60. Student 1, 11 November 2020.
61. An example of this would be Faber’s Piano Adventures Basic Method, which is designed for students
of ages 7 to 11 and has eight levels. The method starts by teaching finger numbers, note names, and basic rhythms,
and ends with Level 5, which the method classifies as being for intermediate students. Hal Leonard, “Basic Piano
Adventures,” accessed February 1, 2022, https://pianoadventures.com/browse/libraries/piano-adventures/basicpiano-adventures/.
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connection the student would have to the piece. “[Students] may not have as much interest in [a
contemporary piece] because it sounds weird,” she explained.62. “But if you have some kind of
connection and […] guidance, especially from a composer, then I think [students] would [be] a
little bit more invested in it.” She added that learning a commissioned piece would not only
make the student feel special but would highlight the teacher’s commitment and support towards
the student.
Student 3 was of a different opinion than his colleagues. In his first interview, he said that
he would use contemporary music in teaching, but that it would depend on the age of the student.
“If it’s a young student, then I’ll probably give them some classical and contemporary [pieces]
just to try out some things and see if [the student] likes it or not,”63 he explained. For older
students, however, he said that he would leave it open to the student’s preference. After learning
the piece commissioned for him, Student 3 amended his opinion. “I still think contemporary
[music] is for mature musicians,” he said.64 “Because first they have to know at least some basic
things and then move on to bigger stuff. It really depends on the piece, but I think they need to
learn some […] standard repertoire first.” In addition, he favored the use of published pieces
over commissioned ones because he said he would feel more comfortable assigning works by an
established composers than by one he did not know very well.

4.2 Replies from Dr. Solungga Liu
In this section I analyze Dr. Liu’s replies to the interview concerning her perceptions of
the students’ experiences learning selections from Auerbach’s Twenty-four Preludes for Piano,

62. Student 2, 11 November 2020.
63. Student 3, 3 July 2020.
64. Student 3, 11 November 2020.
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Op. 41 and the commissioned pieces. Her replies fall into the following categories: Dr. Liu’s
experience with contemporary music, contemporary music in piano teaching, and effects of
teaching the commissioned pieces.

4.2.1 Dr. Liu’s Experience with Contemporary Music
Dr. Liu first encountered contemporary music as a graduate student at Eastman School of
Music. During her time there, she performed and commissioned contemporary music in addition
to becoming a founding member of Alarm Will Sound, one of the most prominent active
contemporary music ensembles of our time. As a teacher, she works with students at the
undergraduate level and above.

4.2.2 Contemporary Music in Piano Teaching
Dr. Liu finds great value in using contemporary music in piano lessons and frequently
assigns pieces by Béla Bartók, György Kurtág, and Lera Auerbach to her students. She believes
that the teacher’s attitude towards contemporary music is a vital factor affecting a student’s
perception of it. “[It] will change how the students think of and react to these pieces,” she
explained. “[…] I love [the] pieces [I assign] so much, so every time I’ll be like “Oh! This is
such a great piece!’” 65 She advocated that, because she introduces contemporary pieces in this
manner, her students have been quite open about learning them.
According to Dr. Liu, one of the benefits of including contemporary music in piano
teaching is that “[Students] become more open-minded, and they start to realize [that] life is not
just about Bach, Beethoven and Mozart.” Although she recognizes the works by these composers

65. Unless otherwise mentioned, quotes are from Solungga Liu, Zoom interview by Jonathan de Oliveira, 1
April, 2021.
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as being foundational to musicianship, she emphasizes the importance of the learning
opportunities which arise from performing pieces by living composers, with whom students can
communicate. She added that, after learning a contemporary piece, students often notice details
in their standard repertoire which they had not noticed before. “They [say…] ‘Why would this
composer use such [an] effect or rules here?’ So, they begin to think more […] It’s such an eyeopening experience for the students and for myself too.”
Teaching commissioned music is not without its challenges. According to Dr. Liu, “It’s
more difficult to teach commissioned pieces. Standard repertoire is the easiest because [there are]
a lot of [reference] materials. […] You [also] have recordings of the published pieces and you
have more [references] to rely on. […] But commissioned pieces are the hardest to teach. […] I
need to figure everything out [myself] as if I were playing them.”

4.2.3 Effects of Teaching the Commissioned Pieces
Dr. Liu saw dramatic improvement in the students’ technique, musicality, and thinking
process, due to learning the commissioned pieces for this research. According to her, learning
Étude Tumulueux encouraged Student 1 to group running notes and arpeggios more efficiently
and taught the student how to calculate the physical gestures needed for performing them just by
looking at the score. According to Dr. Liu, it also made Student 1 more curious about
contemporary piano music. “[By] the Spring Semester (2021) [Student 1] already started doing
pieces by Florence Price,” Dr. Liu remarked. “They are not avant-garde pieces at all, but she is
now ‘Ah! Pieces that are not standard but are written recently! I want to see them!’ She has
started!” Dr. Liu also said that, while studying Clouded Night, Student 2 learned to deal with
unconventional arrangements of notes. As Dr. Liu said, “She learned how to rearrange her
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fingering. At the same time, her interpretation [improved] as well — which chord or what spot
would require a different color to decorate or to enhance a specific sound. So, interpretation,
technique, and overall musicianship [improved].” Dr. Liu did not mention specific improvements
for Student 3.
Given the improvements that Dr. Liu saw in the participating students’ musicianship
during the period of this research, Dr. Liu said that, if circumstances allowed, she would prefer
that her students’ first experience with contemporary music be through a commissioned piece
rather than an existing one. As she explained, “Commissioned pieces are way more challenging
and inspire them way more. They get a lot more curious, because the pieces have never been
performed before, so they feel that it’s their job to make it good. It’s a huge difference.” In her
opinion, the possibility of tailoring a piece for a students’ needs is an important advantage of
commissioning music. However, she did not think that having techniques from reference pieces
in the commissioned ones affected the students’ learning process. For instance, she believed that
the speed of learning the pieces was affected by their difficulty levels, with the Auerbach
preludes being the easiest, followed by the commissioned pieces, and then the reference pieces.
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CHAPTER 5 - DISCUSSION
In this chapter I discuss the data I analyzed in the previous chapter. The discussion is
organized into the following sections: collegiate piano students and contemporary music,
published and commissioned learning experience comparison, techniques from reference pieces
in the commissioned pieces, contemporary music in piano teaching, and effects of learning
published and commissioned pieces.

5.1 – Collegiate Piano Students and Contemporary Music
The information which the participating students provided revealed that they had little to
no experience or knowledge regarding contemporary music prior to their participation in this
research. Even after starting college, their contact with contemporary music was limited to the
music they heard during recitals, studio class, or played in university ensembles. Dr. Liu said that
her experience was similar, only having had contact with contemporary music when she began
her graduate studies. This is consistent with the findings of Kristin Elgersma and Madison
McCarney, who found that collegiate piano students in the United States do not study much
contemporary music.66
Part of the reason for the students’ limited contact with contemporary music might be that
classes are often crafted in chronological order. This leaves very little time for covering the vast
amount of music written in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. Another reason might be a
discrepancy between the students’ reported amount of contact with contemporary music during
classes and the amount of contact they really had. The classes are offered to students of various
instruments, and it is reasonable to assume that the professors covered repertoire ranging from

66. Kristin Elgersma and Madison McCarney, “New Music and the American Pianist,” Music Teachers
National Association e-Journal 3, no. 3 (2012): 4.
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music for solo instruments to large ensembles. While the students likely learned about various
contemporary composers, they may not have studied about their music for the piano. It may be
that, because my research concerns piano music exclusively, they named only the contemporary
composers whom they knew composed for the piano, even though they knew of other
composers. A third possibility is that they knew the names of more composers but, since they
don’t listen to contemporary music very often, could not name them upon request. Perhaps if I
had conducted written interviews, they would have had more time to think and could have
remembered more composers.
The students’ perception of contemporary music at the time of their first interview for
this research was that contemporary music is dissonant and difficult to listen to and understand,
containing unfamiliar harmonies, different techniques, and is mathematical. It may be that this
was because, based on the descriptions of Students 1 and 2, the Theory IV class was mostly
about music written using twelve-tone technique. Although the students were aware that there is
a large variety of contemporary music, their descriptions of it revealed a limited understanding
and knowledge of this diversity. Student 1 in particular frequently mentioned the concept that
this music is out of reach for all but advanced pianists. Given that the focus of the doctoral
program at BGSU is contemporary music, the majority of contemporary pieces she heard at the
College of Musical Arts were likely performed by doctoral students, professors, or guest artists.
Perhaps this is the beginning of a cycle — a piano student only sees advanced pianists play
contemporary music, concludes that all contemporary pieces are too difficult for her, and does
not try to learn any until she is a graduate student, at which point the cycle restarts for the
younger generation of pianists, who see her, an advanced pianist, performing contemporary
music, and concludes that they have to be at the graduate level to be able to learn it. By including
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contemporary music in their students’ education as soon as possible, piano teachers can help
break this cycle.

5.2 – Published and Commissioned Learning Experience Comparison
Although all three students described contemporary music as being very different from
standard repertoire, the tactics they used for learning Auerbach’s preludes and the commissioned
pieces are the same as those commonly used in learning pieces from standard repertoire. Such
tactics include reading the pieces slowly, checking the fingerings and hand positioning, studying
the score without a piano, and practicing with a metronome, starting slowly at first, then
increasing the speed incrementally. This approach is in accordance with Dr. Liu’s assertion that
learning contemporary music is no different than learning standard repertoire and should be
undertaken just as carefully and methodically. If the strategies the students in this study used to
learn their contemporary pieces are the same as for learning standard repertoire, that means that
teachers do not require specialized training to introduce their students to contemporary music.
Working with contemporary music can be an opportunity for both teacher and student to gain
knowledge and experience as they explore it together.

5.3 – Techniques from Reference Pieces in the Commissioned Pieces
The interview data showed that, while Student 3 was able to identify quotes from
Prokofiev’s Piano Sonata, Op. 14, No. 2 in the piece written for him, Student 2 only suspected a
relationship between Clouded Night and Mendelssohn’s “Venetian Boat Song.” Student 1, on
the other hand, did not notice any similarities between Étude Tumultueux and the reference
pieces. One possible explanation for this is that, because the reference piece was changed so
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many times, the final piece had no direct relationship to any of the pieces she was learning at the
time of its completion. As the students barely noticed that the techniques used in the
commissioned pieces were taken from reference pieces, it was not possible to ascertain if their
presence had any effect on the students’ learning experiences beyond the improvement of
technique, which Dr. Liu reported during her interview.

5.4 – Contemporary Music in Piano Teaching
The students participating in this study had varying opinions regarding the use of
contemporary music in piano teaching. In both interviews, Student 1 said that she would use it
from the very beginning of a student’s musical education, while Student 2 said that she would
wait until a student was beyond the method book level. Student 3 said that he might give a young
student both contemporary and standard pieces side by side as an experiment, but in his second
interview expressed the opinion that contemporary music is best left to experienced students.
Both he and Student 2 agreed that the student should have a solid technical basis before learning
contemporary pieces. The opinions of Students 2 and 3 seem to be based on a chronological view
of music, in which one learns to play the piano before learning contemporary music. To
counterbalance this, Student 1’s opinion, supported by Dr. Liu, is based on a holistic musical
education, which uses a wide variety of musical styles. I agree with Student 1 and Dr. Liu in
their belief that contemporary music can and should be taught from the very beginning. Research
by authors such as Kevin Richmond, Therese Costes, and Elgersma provides numerous resources
and suggestions for teachers who want to do this. Why not use such materials alongside standard
repertoire? As Dr. Liu suggested, such an approach would open the students’ minds to musical
possibilities beyond the restraints of standard music.
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5.5 – Effects of Learning Published and Commissioned Pieces
According to the results of the interviews, both the experience of learning a published
piece and that of learning a commissioned piece produced a noticeable change in the students’
perception of contemporary music. Despite their scarce contact with contemporary music prior to
their participation in this study, all three students reported enjoying their experiences of learning
the Auerbach preludes. Student 1 said that it helped her reconnect emotionally with piano
performance, and Student 2 said that learning the piece helped improve her musicality and her
performance skills. In addition, Students 2 and 3 shared that the experience made them more
interested in contemporary music. These reports show that learning published contemporary
pieces can be a positive experience for the students, one which can change their relationship with
contemporary music from wariness and caution to interest and curiosity.
The interview data showed that the positive effects of learning contemporary music can
be even more pronounced when students learn pieces commissioned for them. The experience of
participating in this research lead Student 1 to seek out and learn pieces by Florence Price in the
Spring of 2021. Since then, she has gone on to learn Rautavaara’s Piano Concerto No. 1, Op. 45,
and even commission a piece in the Spring of 2022. Because Student 1 learned both published
and commissioned pieces at the same time and her two interviews happened within a day of each
other, one might argue that it is not possible to say with certainty which piece piqued her interest
in contemporary music the most, Auerbach’s “Prelude No. 10” or Étude Tumultueux. However,
based on the enthusiasm she displayed regarding the fact that Nylander composed a work for her,
as well as Dr. Liu’s assessment, I believe that the commissioned piece left a more significant
impression on Student 1 than did “Prelude No. 10.” Student 2 also displayed great enthusiasm
about having a piece written for her. This seems to have increased her in interest in
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contemporary music beyond what was accomplished through learning “Prelude No. 11.”
However, it is possible that at least part of this change is due simply to the fact that Clouded
Night was more complex than “Prelude No. 11.” An order of preference based on a difference in
level of complexity of the pieces would be consistent with the writings of Daniel Berlyne, who
identified the complexity of a musical composition as an arousal-increasing device.67 This
concept might also explain in part why she enjoyed performing Copland’s The Cat and the
Mouse more than Clouded Night, as the first is significantly more complex than the latter.
Perhaps she would have felt differently if she had learned Version A of Clouded Night, which is
a longer and more complex version than the one she studied for this research. However, Version
A did not fulfil the requirement of how long it would take Student 2 to learn the piece. It took her
six months to learn The Cat and the Mouse. As she only had one month to learn Clouded Night,
it was imperative that she learn the easier of the two versions of the piece.
Even after learning a commissioned piece, Student 3 reported preferring published pieces
to commissioned ones. It may be that, as performance major, he may have been more interested
in the challenge of mastering a difficult piece than in the creation of new repertoire.
One of the main advantages of learning a commissioned piece, according to the students
and Dr. Liu was the opportunity for the students to interact with and learn from the composers.
This type of learning opportunity was one of the main reasons Students 1 and 2 said that they
would choose a commissioned piece over a published piece for a student’s first contact with
contemporary music. Dr. Liu was of the same opinion, saying that in her own experience she
learned the most when commissioning pieces from her peers.

67. Daniel Berlyne, Aesthetics and Psychobiology (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1971), 149.
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CHAPTER 6 – CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this study was to investigate how learning commissioned works affects
collegiate piano students’ perception about contemporary music. The main research question
which guided this study was:
1- How does learning commissioned works affect the students’ perception of contemporary
music?
The secondary questions were:
2- Does learning a published piece affect the students’ perception of contemporary music?
3- How much knowledge and experience do students have concerning contemporary music?
4- What are their perceptions about it?
a. Did their perceptions change over the course of this study?
b. Did the presence of techniques from reference pieces from standard repertoire in the
commissioned pieces affect their learning experiences?
5- How did the students’ opinion about contemporary music in piano teaching change after
performing commissioned pieces compared to after performing published contemporary
works?

6.1 – Conclusions
Based on the data I gathered and analyzed in this research, I conclude that, despite the
participating students’ limited knowledge and experience with contemporary music at the
beginning of this study, learning commissioned pieces increased their enthusiasm for it. Due to
several factors, the students, who once perceived contemporary music as confusing, analytical,
and distant, began to perceive it as accessible music which they can understand, perform, and
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thoroughly enjoy. Because the pieces were written for the students, they were well within each of
their skill levels. This showed the students that contemporary music is not solely for very
advanced performers as some of them believed prior to participating in this study. They can learn
it as well. If they can’t find repertoire that is appropriate for their skill level, they can
commission new pieces. In this study, they were able to explore how they wanted to perform the
commissioned pieces, free from any preconceptions of how they should be performed. They
were each able to have a meeting with the composers to clarify any questions they had about the
pieces and offer feedback. In addition, they were the first to ever perform these pieces and, for
the first time in their lives, their renditions became the standard by which other performances
will be judged. These experiences are unique to commissioned music and can create a deep,
personal connection with the music. As Dr. Liu observed, the students displayed an increased
sense of commitment towards the commissioned pieces, which inspired the students, especially
Student 1, to further explore contemporary music.
The students’ enthusiasm for contemporary music extended beyond the realm of
performance and into that of piano teaching. Both Student 1 and 2 stated that, based on their own
experiences, they would like their own future students’ first contact with contemporary music to
be through commissioned pieces. As they said, the people are often reluctant to work with
unfamiliar music, but they are more likely to do so if they have the type of relationship with the
music and the composer that comes from commissioning a piece.
Of course, this does not mean that learning a published contemporary piece is without its
merits. As Student 3 pointed out, a composer whose pieces are widely published, such as
Auerbach or Liebermann, has more experience than the composers who composed for this
research. The fact that the piece has been published attests at least to some extent to its quality,
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especially if it has been recorded by an established pianist. These facts can help a performer or
even a teacher select a high-quality piece even if they do not know the composer very well. As
with a commissioned piece, it is possible to contact the composer of a published piece, although
it may take longer to receive a response than it would from the composer of a commissioned
piece. It is also possible to be inspired by a published contemporary piece, as was the case with
Student 1 and Auerbach’s “Prelude No. 10,” which helped her reconnect emotionally with the act
of performing. In addition, there are contemporary pieces for various levels of students and
performers, even if such pieces are not as widely known as more difficult pieces. Resources
promoting such pieces can be readily found in journals such as American Music Teacher and
Music Educators Journal, as well as academic dissertations on teaching contemporary music.
From a pedagogical perspective, teachers can ask composers to address specific needs
that a student may have. This makes commissioned pieces especially helpful for introducing
students to contemporary music, as it allows students to become accustomed to working with
contemporary music of increasingly complex styles. Teachers can also involve their students in
commissioning projects from the very beginning of the process. This will help strengthen the
bond between student, composer, and teacher, and increase the students’ commitment towards
contemporary music.
In summary, this study showed that published and commissioned pieces are both capable
of inspiring students to explore contemporary music. They both provide students with unique
opportunities to explore and develop their musicality. They are both available, though it might
require varying amounts of effort and time to get pieces. While they share qualities,
commissioning a piece has the distinct pedagogical advantages that the piece is tailor-made, and
that the student can be a part of the composition process.
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6.2 – Shortcomings of the Research Design
There were several shortcomings to the design of this study. The first was that the
participating students each learned a different piece from Auerbach’s Twenty-four Preludes for
Piano, Op. 41, resulting in radically different experiences. While Student 1 experienced an
emotional reconnection with music through “Prelude No. 10,” Student 2 struggled with
understanding what there was to learn from the sparse “Prelude No. 11.” Perhaps assigning the
same prelude to each student would have resulted in more consistent learning experiences.
Secondly, the preludes the students learned for this study were all easier than the pieces
commissioned for them. While this disparity in difficulty level did not seem to bother Student 1
and Student 3, it may have been an important factor in Student 2’s preference for the
commissioned piece over the published piece. In addition, the commissioned pieces were
significantly easier than reference pieces from the students’ standard repertoire. Having greater
uniformity in the difficulty levels of the published, commissioned, and reference pieces would
have provided for more stable contexts in which to collect and analyze the data. However, this
was an impossibility, as it would have required the same amount of time for the students to learn
the published and commissioned pieces as it took for them to learn the reference pieces—one
semester.
The third shortcoming was that the students were not directly involved in the
commissioning process. As the country was in lockdown due to COVID-19, it would not have
been difficult to arrange periodic meetings with the students and the composers to evaluate the
difficulty levels of the pieces and offer feedback to the composers. This would have enhanced
the pedagogic value of the commissioned pieces. As it happened, the students only met with the
composers once, after the students had already learned the pieces.
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Finally, the change in Student 1 at the beginning of this research was another
shortcoming, along with the inevitable change in reference piece for the commissioned piece.
The result was that Nylander had to use two different pieces as references for the piano technique
he would use, neither of which Student 1 was learning by the time she received the
commissioned piece from the composer. Because of this, Student 1 did not even notice that the
techniques were similar, whereas Students 2 and 3 noticed at least a resemblance between the
published and the commissioned pieces. The results may have been more uniform if the change
in Student 1 had not occurred.

6.3 – Recommendations for Future Research
Given the shortcomings of this study, further research that avoids these issues is
warranted. As much uniformity as possible is desired in such a study. All students should be of
the same skill level and learn the same published contemporary piece. Each student should also
actively participate in the commissioning of one piece per student, written following the same
stylistic parameters and for the same difficulty level as their published counterparts. The aim of
such a standardization would be to reduce as much as possible the number of variables in the
study and produce more accurate results. However, such a study must also consider the students’
personal preferences. One way to reduce issues with preference would be to have students select
the published contemporary piece from a list of works, as well as allow them to select the style
of the commissioned pieces.
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6.4 – Closing Remarks
As shown in this study, the commissioning of new pieces can be a tremendous tool in the
hands of instructors who want to introduce their students to contemporary music. In addition to
being a wonderful learning experience for the students, a project like the one conducted for this
research can be an enriching experience for teachers, whether they are expert contemporary
music performers or not. In the words of Dr. Liu,
Through your research I learned a lot too, and I learned in a very systematic way.
Because usually you do things and just don’t [stop] to think [about it]. But you’ve helped
me learn about how I teach contemporary music to my students. It’s wonderful. […] Of
course, I won’t become a dogmatic person, but from now on, whenever I assign
contemporary pieces to my students, whether published or commissioned, I will think of
this research.68

Contemporary music is our music. It is the music which our composer counterparts are
writing, and which our students will inevitably encounter in their careers. Piano instructors have
the responsibility to train them for such events as early as possible. Commissioning a piece is a
great place to start.

68. Solungga Liu, Zoom interview by Jonathan de Oliveira, 1 April, 2021.
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APPENDIX A – COMMISSIONED PIECES

Benjamin Nylander – Étude Tumultueux (2020)
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Steven Naylor – Clouded Night (2020) – Version A
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Steven Naylor – Clouded Night (2020) – Version B
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Pablo Gómez-Estévez – Mucho com Demasiado (2020)
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